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 Expanding 3D capture
and visualisation
expertise to non-Police.
eg: Worksafe, Iwi
 Assessing AR
& VR for
forensic
evidence

Biology
 XY FISH and
LMD – building
experience and
capability

Drugs

 Technology app
based on FEG
(Forensic Assist)
and a burglary app
showing what to
collect

 Intelligence
data from
drug
seizures –
rates and
case types

 Drugs
on the
dark
web

screening

 Remote video
connections
for consultancy

 Hair analysis
methodology for
drug exposure

S

 AI for drug
detection

Clan Lab
 Sports testing for athletes
and supplements

 Public advice
about response to
crime. Post event
presentation. Link to
insurance industry.

 Development of
new methodology
for detection of
by-products from
manufacture

 Environmental exposure: eg
Herbicide detection and spray paint.
Blood, urine, hair analysis


 Island
forensic
development

 Genomics 5-year plan:
linked to ESR’s Genomics
and Informatics Portfolio

ly
si
s
 Body

 DNA for
Biometric data
– DNA markers
that describe

A

 Novel psychoactive substances
detection methods. Meth & THC
detection for roadside testing.
 Aptamer
 technology
for meth
detection

screening

 Bayesian
networks for
evaluative
reporting

 Molecular
autopsy. Testing
for disease and
tolerance

 Numerical modelling
for predicting BPA
 RNA
beyond
forensic

DNA evaluation.

 Improving
shoeprint
comparisons

 Purity/
quantitation
for court
cases

Toxicology
 Medicinal
cannabis
analysis

 Implementation of
existing methods for
StarLims and linking
new instrumentation

 Alternative
approaches
for low
template
samples

 Forensic examination
technology/methodology

networks for
DNA analysis

 Mining forensic
data sets for
intelligence
 Remote video
connections for
consultancy

 Assessment
of hemp
based
products

Drugs

Indicates active areas

 Transfer and
 persistence of


of Rapid Lab and

Service Centre

G

o
en

 Kava detection
for workplaces,
roadside and post
event. Clinical
trial to assess
consumption vs
impairment.

 Moving the lab into

Biology

m

s
ic

patterns or
 Development facial features
of a DVI and
missing
person
databases

Toxicology

RN

 Bacterial community
typing: Metagenomics.
What’s in a sample to link
2 samples together?

 Meth contamination.
Determining smoking
vs manufacture. Link to
Housing NZ, Standards
NZ, Insurance industry

 XY FISH for cell

via MPS


 RNA & DNA
co-sequencing

Clan Lab

 Social media strategy and
promotion of our expertise

 Early warning system
for drug detection. Joint
intelligence across borders,
seizures and hospitals.

 Online
training

G

 Epigenetics
– how old is
someone

 Development
 of Raman

Forensic
R&D

m

o
en

s

ic

 MPS development:
• Physical characteristics and ancestry
• Mitochondrial whole genome for indemnity
• Transfer of STR markers to MPS

 Accuracy of 3D
data (laser and
photogrammetry)

Evidence
Based
Policing

A

RN

 Big Data for
assessing value of
forensic science

 Assessing
‘impact’ of
visual evidence:
psychology of Jury
decision making

 Evidence
presentation
in courts

 Drugs in
waste water
analysis/

 Gene expression
analysis for aging
stains, time of day
and rapid body

 Bayesian platform for statistical
analysis of BPA

 Animal DNA

 Border
to
Grave

C

A
na

i

v
er

 3D CCTV
analysis

 Police training
advice – remote
consultancy

ce

n

 Development
 of Raman

i
ys
Ph
 Improvement
 of reporting
– content,
comprehension &
optimised sample
faster delivery
collection

 Rapid DNA: Robot
ready analysis, direct

re

t
en

Pa
tt
er

using vein pattern
analysis

d



oo

 VR forensic
training
development

Bl

3D, Digital
and Data

 Human
factors for
reliable
forensic
evidence

 Evidence interpretation
and survey data linked to
Police support/funding
of project work

Physical Evidence

Blood Pattern Analysis

Collaboration
The variety of research topics and the range of collaborators that the Forensic group has partnered with over the
past year continues to expand as we seek opportunities to progress exciting and important R&D outcomes with
like-minded partners. Our Research Tube map of ideas has been a valuable tool in illustrating who we are and
what we are developing, allowing our partners to see a ‘line’ of shared interest or project ‘stations’ where they
could jump on board and collaborate.
Our network of partner organisations over the past year includes The University of Auckland, AUT, the University
of Waikato, Victoria University, the University of Canterbury, the University of Washington, The University of
Central Florida, Kings College London, Saxion University, Avans University, and Leiden University. Just recently
ESR visited the Singaporean Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) to build collaboration utilising our Forensic, Health
and Environmental Science expertise. We have also been working with the Health Sciences Authority in Singapore.

